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THE LONG AND THE SHORT OF INDIA’S NAYPYITAW DILEMMA 
The February coup has undone the comfortable space  

New Delhi’s Myanmar policy occupied for close to a decade 
 The long-lingering power struggle in Naypyitaw has finally ended, and the Myanmar junta, led by 
General Min Aung Hlaing, has won the struggle, dashing decade-long hopes for a truly democratic Myanmar. 
The future of Myanmar’s democracy is uncertain, but the country, sandwiched between two powerful states 
competing for power and influence, is certain to be a key piece in the region’s geopolitics. Given its high-stakes 
in Myanmar, New Delhi would need to be nimble-footed and creative in its responses with well-thought-out 
strategic choices taking precedence over knee-jerk reactions. 
 
Coup, politics and geopolitics 
 If Myanmar’s democracy prior to the February 2021 coup was inadequate and intolerant towards 
minorities, its political future will be a lot more complicated, making the choices of outside powers far more 
constrained. Strong reactions and the threat of sanctions from the United States and the West in the wake of 
the recent coup could lead to unique political realignments in Myanmar. As a result, even though the 
democratic credentials of the former State Counsellor, Aung San Suu Kyi, remain deeply diminished today, 
thanks to her shocking justification of the ill-treatment meted out to the Rohingya, the international 
community may not have any alternatives when it comes to pursuing the restoration of democracy in the 
country. Ms. Suu Kyi no doubt made a Faustian bargain to cling on to power, certainly since the bloody 
crackdown against the minority Muslim community in 2017, and yet the recent events have brought her right 
back into the centre of the international community’s political calculations in Myanmar. 
 Sometimes, good intentions have deeply compromised outcomes. To rebuild the charisma of the fallen 
messiah, those batting for Ms. Suu Kyi in the international community may have to condone her government’s 
past actions against the Rohingya in order to highlight her suitability to be the saviour of democracy in 
Myanmar once again. 
 She will now be the poster girl for the international campaign to restore democracy in Myanmar and 
the case against Myanmar’s conduct during her government’s tenure at the International Court of Justice (ICJ) 
will most likely be put on the backburner. In this process, the plight of the hapless Rohingya will take a 
backseat or be conveniently forgotten. Put differently, increasing global support for Ms. Suu Kyi could 
potentially spell doom for the persecuted Rohingya. 
 
The China factor 
 This is a coup that seems to suit no one except the Tatmadaw, the armed forces of Myanmar. In the 
short run, the coup stands to hurt the interests of China, India and even the rest of the international 
community, all of whom were able to do business with Myanmar in their own unique ways. 
 However, the international community’s sharp reactions will likely force the Tatmadaw to turn to 
China. Even though international sanctions are unlikely to have a major impact on the country’s largely inward-
looking junta and its Generals with little external interests, it would still expect Beijing to give them political 
and diplomatic support both within the region and globally. 
 For China, the coup has complicated its larger regional economic plans in Myanmar, at least for the 
time being. Beijing has recently been cultivating Ms. Suu Kyi, who was keen on a strong relationship with China 
given the growing criticism she was facing from the West. But the junta’s jailing her could complicate Beijing’s 
plans for the country. 
 On the positive side for Beijing, decisive western sanctions will force the military to get closer to China. 
For Beijing, given that it does not come with the ‘baggage’ of democratic norms, it may simply be a matter of 
rejigging its schedule in Myanmar and getting used to the new scheme of things there. To that extent, China 
will be its biggest beneficiary of the February coup by default. 
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 China, therefore, has every reason to go easy on the junta and offer them support in return for 
increasing the Chinese footprint in the country. On its part, the Tatmadaw, which has traditionally not been an 
ardent fan of Beijing, would have to change its tune. 
 While China’s choices are straightforward, it is far more complicated for others, especially India. 
  
New Delhi’s quandary 
 New Delhi faces the most challenging dilemma on how to respond to the military coup in Myanmar. 
The dual power centres of the military and the civilian government that existed in Naypyitaw until recently, 
suited New Delhi quite well as it did not have to worry about hurting the international community’s normative 
concerns or sacrificing its national interests while engaging them both. More so, until recently, New Delhi’s 
Myanmar policy was not shaped by a difficult choice between norms and interests: neither was Ms. Suu Kyi’s 
political experiment without its faults nor were India’s national interests hurt by the Tatmadaw. 
 The February coup has undone that comfortable space New Delhi’s Myanmar policy occupied for close 
to a decade. While India’s national interests, under the new circumstances, would clearly lie in dealing with 
whoever is in power in Myanmar, India would find it difficult to openly support the junta given the strong 
western and American stance. 
 On the other hand, it can ill-afford to offend the junta by actively seeking a restoration of democracy 
there. Being a close neighbour with clear strategic interests in Myanmar, offending the junta would be 
counter-productive. While Ms. Suu Kyi was getting cozy with Beijing, it was the Myanmar military that had 
been more circumspect, to Delhi’s delight of course. With Ms. Suu Kyi in detention, Beijing will focus its 
energies on wooing the Generals. 
 Although the Ministry of External Affairs statement — “We believe that the rule of law and the 
democratic process must be upheld. We are monitoring the situation closely” — is definitely in favour of 
restoring democracy, its past support for the pro-democracy movement in Myanmar is unlikely to return; this 
is particularly because the nature of the regional geopolitics has changed thanks to the arrival of China on the 
scene. New Delhi’s new Myanmar policy will therefore be a function of interests rather than norms. 
 
Cooperation, Rohingya issue 
 While a friendless Myanmar junta getting closer to China is a real worry for New Delhi, there are other 
concerns too. For one, Myanmar’s military played a helpful role in helping New Delhi contain the north-eastern 
insurgencies by allowing Indian military to pursue insurgents across the border into Myanmar. Coordinated 
action and intelligence sharing between the two forces have in the recent past been instrumental in beating 
back the insurgent groups in the northeast. 
 Equally important is the issue of providing succour to the Rohingya in the wake of the military coup in 
Myanmar. Unless the military decides to engage in a peace process to gain some brownie points for itself, the 
Rohingya question is likely to be pushed aside with the campaign against them continuing relentlessly, perhaps 
with even more ferocity. The inability of the states in the region to address the legitimate concerns of the 
Rohingya or increased violations of their rights could potentially lead to a rise of extremism within the 
community, which in the longer run would not be in India’s interests. 
 New Delhi then is left with very few clear policy options. And yet, it must continue to maintain 
relations with the government in power in Myanmar while discreetly pushing for political reconciliation in the 
country. In the meantime, the focus must be on improving trade, connectivity, and security links between the 
two sides. 

Meanings of Difficult Words: 

 the long and the short of it (phrase) – used for 

saying that you will tell someone a lengthy and 

complex story very quickly and briefly. 

 dilemma (noun) – quandary, predicament, 

difficulty. 

 Naypyidaw (proper noun) – the capital city of 

Myanmar (Burma). 

 competitive edge (noun) – a factor which gives (a 

person, a company) an advantage over enemies, 

rivals, etc. 
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 coup (noun) – a sudden and violent regime 

change, seizure of power, (illegal) takeover of 

power. 

 undo (verb) – cancel, reverse, revoke, nullify, 

invalidate. 

 decade (noun) – a period of ten years. 

 long-lingering (adjective) – long-lasting, 

prolonged, dragging, long-drawn-out. 

 junta (noun) – a military group that takes over the 

government by force. 

 dash (verb) – shatter, destroy, wreck, ruin, spoil. 

 sandwich (verb) – confine, pack, squeeze, push, 

thrust (between two powerful states (India & 

China). 

 influence (noun) – authority, sway, control, 

leverage, weight. 

 geopolitics (noun) – the study of the geographical 

factors (a country’s position on the earth, size, 

climate, and natural resources & etc,.) in world 

politics and inter-state relations. 

 given (preposition) – considering, taking into 

account, bearing in mind. 

 high-stakes (adjective) – high risk, dangerous. 

 nimble-footed (adjective) – agile/deft, active, 

flexible. 

 well-thought-out (adjective) – carefully 

considered and planned. 

 strategic (adjective) – relating to achieving long-

term or overall (military/ national security) goals. 

 precedence (noun) – priority, preference, first 

place, primacy. 

 knee-jerk (adjective) – unthinking, unintentional, 

unplanned. 

 intolerant (adjective) – hypersensitive; inflexible, 

dogmatic, uncompromising, unforgiving, 

unsympathetic. 

 far/lot more (phrase) – much more. 

 constrain (verb) – restrict, limit, restrain. 

 sanctions (noun) – action taken, or an order given 

to force a country to obey international laws by 

limiting or stopping trade with that country, by not 

allowing economic aid for that country, etc. 

 in the wake of (phrase) – as a result of some 

event, especially an unpleasant one; in the 

aftermath of, as a consequence of, on account of, 

because of, owing to. 

 lead to (verb) – result in, cause, bring on, call 

forth, give rise to. 

 realignment (noun) – reorganisation, reordering, 

reshuffle. 

 credentials (noun) – identities, qualities; 

achievement, experience, knowledge. 

 diminished (adjective) – reduced, decreased, 

lessened. 

 thanks to (phrase) – as a result of, owing to, due 

to, because of. 

 ill-treatment (noun) – abuse, mistreatment, 

misuse, mishandling. 

 mete out (phrasal verb) – dispense, give out, hand 

out (a punishment). 

 pursue (verb) – engage in, conduct, follow. 

 restoration (noun) – reinstitution, re-

establishment, reinstallation. 

 Faustian bargain (adjective) – a deal in which one 

focuses on the present gain without considering 

the long term consequences. (Faustian is relating 

to Faust, a German legend who traded his soul to 

the devil in exchange for knowledge). 

 bargain (noun) – agreement, arrangement, 

understanding, deal. 

 cling on to (verb) – hold on to, grip, grasp, clasp, 

attach oneself to, hold tightly. 

 bloody (adjective) – vicious, cruel, savage, fierce, 

brutal. 

 crackdown (noun) – getting tough, severe/stern 

measures, restriction, suppression/repression, 

clampdown. 

 calculation (noun) – assessment, judgement. 

 compromised (adjective) – undermined, 

weakened, damaged; embarrassed. 

 charisma (noun) – the strength of character, 

individuality, personality, charm, presence, 

attractiveness. 
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 messiah (noun) – a leader considered as the 

saviour (rescuer/liberator) of a particular 

country/group. 

 bat (verb) – defend the interests of; support. 

 condone (verb) – approve, sanction, justify, 

vindicate, endorse. 

 highlight (verb) – underline, underscore, 

emphasize, call attention to. 

 saviour (noun) – someone/something saving 

(people) from danger/difficulty; rescuer, liberator, 

deliverer. 

 poster-girl (noun) – a female representative of 

something. 

 campaign (noun) – an organized effort which 

seeks to influence the decision making progress 

within a specific group. 

 conduct (noun) – performance, behaviour, way of 

working. 

 tenure (noun) – incumbency, term of office, 

period in office. 

 The International Court of Justice (ICJ)/ World 

Court (noun) – It is the principal judicial organ of 

the United Nations (UN). It was established in June 

1945 by the Charter of the United Nations and 

began work in April 1946. The seat (headquarters) 

of the Court is at the Peace Palace in The Hague 

(Netherlands). 

 backburner (noun) – delayed consideration of 

action; A state of being postponed, deferred or 

given lower priority. 

 plight (noun) – difficult situation, 

trouble/difficulty, quandary. 

 hapless (adjective) – unfortunate, unlucky, ill-

fated. 

 take a backseat (phrase) – take a less important 

role. 

 put differently (phrase) – express differently, 

put/express in other words. 

 potentially (adverb) – possibly, probably, likely. 

 spell (verb) – lead to, result in, bring about, bring 

on, cause. 

 doom (noun) – disaster, ruin, destruction. 

 persecuted (adjective) – oppressed, victimized; 

troubled/suffering. 

 Tatmadaw (noun) – literally meaning ‘Armed 

Forces’ in Burmese; Tatmadaw is the official name 

of the armed forces of Myanmar (Burma). 

 in the short-run (phrase) – in the near future. 

 interest (noun) – common concern; benefit, 

advantage. 

 turn to someone/something (phrase) – seek help 

from, have recourse to, approach, resort to. 

 unlikely (adjective) – doubtful, dubious, 

implausible. 

 inward-looking (adjective) – narrow-minded, 

insular, myopic, introverted, illiberal self-seeking, 

ultra-conservative. 

 diplomatic (adjective) – (delicate & sensitive) 

consular, foreign-policy. 

 for the time being (phrase) – for now, for the 

moment, for the present, for a short time. 

 cultivate (verb) – seek the friendship of, seek the 

favour of, try to win over. 

 keen (adjective) – eager, very interested, wanting 

(to do something). 

 decisive (adjective) – resolute, firm, strong-

minded, determined. 

 baggage (noun) – qualities/traits, (past) 

experiences, (long-held) attitudes considered as a 

burden. 

 norms (noun) – standard, convention, guidelines, 

criterion. 

 rejig (verb) – reorganize, rearrange, alter. 

 the scheme of things (noun) – in the way things 

normally/generally happen or arranged to happen 

(when compared with/related to other things) in a 

particular situation; a general view of the situation 

as a whole. 

 by default (phrase) – due to an absence of 

opposition. 

 footprint (noun) – impression, mark, trace, 

impact. 

 ardent (adjective) – passionate, avid, impassioned, 

fervent. 

 fan (noun) – supporter, follower, admirer. 
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 change one’s tune (phrase) – change one’s 

opinion or attitude on something; change one’s 

mind, do a U-turn. 

 quandary (noun) – trouble/difficulty, difficult 

situation, state of uncertainty. 

 civilian (noun) – non-military, non-combatant, 

civil. 

 civilian authority or civil government (noun) – the 

practical implementation of a state on behalf of its 

citizens, other than through military units. 

 normative (adjective) – relating to a 

standard/norm, particularly of behaviour. 

 more so (phrase) – it means that to a greater 

degree. 

 circumstances (noun) – situation, conditions, state 

of affairs. 

 stance (noun) – point of view, opinion, standpoint. 

 can ill afford (phrase) – to prevent something 

from happening because it would be embarrassing 

and cause problems (if it happens). 

 neighbour (noun) – a country that is next to 

another country; (bordering) country. 

 counter-productive (adjective) – harmful, 

damaging, dangerous/destructive. 

 cosy (adjective) – intimate, friendly. 

 circumspect (adjective) – cautious, wary, careful. 

 much to the delight of someone (phrase) – used 

to say that something has provided someone with 

a feeling of very great pleasure. 

 The Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) (noun) – 

The Ministry of External Affairs (abbreviated as 

MEA) of India, also known as the Foreign Ministry, 

is the government agency responsible for the 

conduct of foreign relations of India. 

 rule of law (phrase) – it is described as “a principle 

of governance in which all persons, institutions 

and entities, public and private, including the State 

itself, are accountable to laws that are publicly 

promulgated, equally enforced and independently 

adjudicated, and which are consistent with 

international human rights norms and standards. 

 detention (noun) – imprisonment, 

confinement/incarceration, captivity, custody. 

 woo (verb) – seek the support of, try to win, try to 

attract, pursue, persuade, coax. 

 in favour of (phrase) – in support of, to the 

advantage of, approve of. 

 rather than (phrase) – instead of. 

 play a part/role (phrase) – contribute to, be 

instrumental in, be a factor in. 

 insurgency (noun) – uprising, revolt, rebellion. 

 insurgent (noun) – dissenter, agitator/rioter, 

subversive.  

 intelligence (noun) – department of intelligence 

(employed to collect & analyse military 

information). 

 instrumental (adjective) – influential, 

contributory; helpful, useful. 

 beat back (phrasal verb) – repel, fight off, repulse, 

force back. 

 succour (noun) – aid/help/support, assistance, 

relief (during difficulty). 

 brownie point (noun) – imaginary points one 

earns for doing a good deed/action. 

 push aside (phrasal verb) – turn down, ignore, 

disregard, forget about, dismiss. 

 relentlessly (adverb) – continuously, persistently, 

firmly/determinedly, continuously in an intense 

way. 

 ferocity (noun) – intensity, severity, strength. 

 address (verb) – tackle, deal with, attend to, try to 

sort out. 

 legitimate (adjective) – valid, reasonable, reliable. 

 violation (noun) – breach, breaking, non-

observance. 

 extremism (noun) – radicalism, fanaticism, 

dogmatism. 

 in the long run (phrase) – eventually, in the end, 

ultimately. 

 discreetly (adverb) – in a careful and far-sighted 

manner. 

 reconciliation (noun) – reunion, resolution, 

compromise.

 


